BEAUTIFUL HOTEL DESTINATIONS
Somewhere along the way, hotels have become rightful destinations on their own. Here
are some that are currently on top of our wander list.
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Six Senses
Yao Noi
Phang Nga, Thailand
Phang Nga Bay has to be one of the
world’s most spectacular seascapes and
it sets the stage for your magical stay on
Koh Yao Noi. Just 45 minutes from Phuket,
this Six Senses island resort in Thailand is
as close to nature’s luxury as you can be.
Here, it’s not just green, but every shade
of blue and it’s ready and waiting for
you. It’s Thailand reimagined. “Stilted and
thatched” sets the mood for all-pool villas
and suites that perch like plush tree houses
within tropical greenery. Choose dramatic
bay or romantic forest views and from
one to four bedrooms. All the creature
comforts, the soul-soothing spa and
your personal GEM (Guest Experience
Maker) make this a vacation with uplifting
discoveries at every turn.

sixsenses.com/en/resorts/yao-noi

Chablé Yucatán
Yucatán, Mexico
Chablé Yucatán recovers the splendor of the aristocracy and the bases of
Mayan well-being. It’s true: luxury attracts, as beauty does. As knowledge,
as health. But today, luxury is not only being surrounded by fine objects:
it is a way of seeing the world, of living in harmony, of receiving through
the door of the senses the gift of the world. The hotel has pre-Hispanicstyle temazcals or saunas, meditation lawns with fireflies dancing about
and a cenote (pool) for lazy dips before an enriching treatment at the spa.
The 19th century estate features a contemporary Mexican aesthetic where
wellness seekers can wind down, amid the Yucatán jungle.

chablehotels.com/yucatan/
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La Mamounia
Marrakech, Morocco
Ravishing and regal, La Mamounia hotel
is set and styled in Moorish opulence.
The hotel saw the likes of the great
Winston Churchill walking through its
halls, evident in the eponymous suite
as a tribute to him. The journey begins
in the corridors of La Mamounia, which
magically reproduce Medina’s narrow
streets. Behind the characteristic wooden
doors that protect guests’ privacy lie 135
rooms, 71 suites and 3 riads, where the
quintessence of Moroccan craftsmanship
is expressed in all its splendour, alongside
impeccable contemporary decorations.
The four restaurants at La Mamounia offer
shaded terraces, fresh produce harvested
from the hotel’s garden and unbound
creativity. When in Marrakech, it’s only
right to indulge and pamper yourself
at its spa. Follow the stairs and let the
lanterns’ chiaroscuro effect guide the way
to La Mamounia’s Spa. It is a veritable
sanctuary dedicated to beauty and wellbeing.
mamounia.com/en/

Le Sereno
St Barths, St. Barthélemy
You could call it Paris-on-sea – with all
the poise, style and Missoni bikinis that
it implies. St. Barths is one of the original
jet set destinations, where celebrity
meets society in a cosmopolitan crowd.
While the design-driven hotel is new,
loyal guests will feel that little has
changed and will continue to enjoy Le
Sereno’s signature approach to relaxed
luxury and attentive service. Join the
turtles and tropical fish at Le Sereno’s
coral reef cove and, when underwater
adventures pall, retreat to the handsome
hotel’s Parisian-style rooms as the day
ends. For stunning seascape, opt for the
Grand Suite Plage, where the beach is
merely a few footsteps away.
serenohotels.com/proper ty/lesereno/
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